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Who's in the Spotlight?
Writer's Block Workshop welcomes Lea Carter as our Indie Author Spotlight!
Lea is the author of the series of books called the Silver Sagas. Lea's stories combine fantasy,
adventure and sweet romance in tales of the residents of Fairydom.
Lea's latest installment is Book 6, The Seeker's Storm:

Truth Seeker Kuntza faces challenges above and below the sea’s surface, fighting deadly
misinformation as well as a bizarre and complicated plot to wipe out most of the Sky Fairy Tribe.
Under his instruction, lightning machines are constructed to overcome a terrible snowstorm. But what
of the grave threat from the Water Fairy Tribe—Kuntza’s tribe—to the surface tribes?
Admiral Constance Kimberlite, Prince Cambrian Bijou and the young Historian Rolf Warner
accompany the Seeker beneath the waves to assist him in his efforts to overcome his tribe’s fears of
an impending invasion. Meanwhile Amber Bullierd, daughter and heir of the rebellious Count Bullierd,
threatens to block their success through intrigue and a terrifying coup attempt. With the fate of
Fairydom hanging in the balance, there is no room for error.

You can check out the entire series right here... https://sites.google.com/site/leasbookshelf/
I asked Lea to share her interests, likes and advice for writers:
Q. How do you keep your writing workflow and all these stories organized?
Lea: I'm terribly disorganized, but there are two things I absolutely have to keep track of. I use an
Excel spreadsheet to help me keep track of which character is how old, who they're married to, etc.
And I also use maps to help me keep distances, travel time, location, and so forth straight.
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Q. What is your favorite thing about writing?
Lea: I love reading something new and writing has the same overall benefits, because whether I'm
reading the story or writing it for the first time, it's new and exciting to me.
Q. When did you first start writing?
Lea: I once found a handwritten story dated from when I was nine years old. I doubt it was very good!
(I always say: you know you are meant to be a writer if you've been writing since childhood! ~Lynn)

Q. What advice would you give to someone starting out on the self-publishing journey?
Lea: Write the story! Whether you can't spell or punctuate or struggle with grammar, write the story.
Then have it thoroughly edited. Don't let them change your voice, but know that editing is essentially
polishing a rough diamond.
Q. Do you have any struggles with the writing process?
Lea: Marketing is my biggest struggle right now. I don't think I even knew BookBub existed, for
example, until early June!
Q. What projects are you currently working on?
Lea: I'm partway through the next fantasy book, which took me by surprise by insisting on being
written so soon after the release of The Seeker's Storm. I don't even have a working title yet.
(If the words want to flow, you have to let them go! Your work ethic is inspiring. ~Lynn)

Q. What types of books do you like to read?
Lea: I have very eclectic taste! But I also have pretty strict requirements, so it's easier to sum it up by
author than genre. I adore Louis L'Amour (western); Alistair MacLean (spy/adventure); Emily Loring
and L.M. Montgomery (sweet romance); Traci Hunter Abramson (spy/sweet romance)…and too many
more to cover here. :)
Q. What other pastimes do you enjoy?
Lea: I play computer games, the kind where I get to repair the city and/or be the hero. I also watch a
lot of television and movies, which helps me when I'm doing descriptive writing. While watching
something I'm often supposed to be able to deduce emotions based on body language; if I can
describe that, or remember a particularly good representation, it makes writing it that much easier.
(I do agree that writers can learn a lot from writers of other media, such as TV and movies. Seeing how they build
suspense and emotion is definitely something we can glean from. ~Lynn)
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Here's where you can learn more about Lea Carter and her book series:
(CLICK THE PIC BELOW TO GET IT NOW!)

Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com/Lea-Carter/e/B009HIK0G0
GoodReads: https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/6571336.Lea_Carter
Website:
https://sites.google.com/site/leasbookshelf/
Facebook: facebook.com/LeaCarterWrites/
Twitter:
@LeaCarterWrites
BookBub: https://www.bookbub.com/authors/lea-carter

I would like to thank Lea Carter for giving her time, sharing her creations and being a part of the
Writer's Block Workshop Indie Author Spotlight. Please check into her work and support your fellow
indie author by purchasing her book and sharing this Spotlight with your followers! ~Lynn
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Want to be in the Spotlight?
To qualify, you must have a self-published book / e-book for sale with decent reviews and of an appropriate nature. The
book can be fiction or non-fiction. Your book will appear here with links to your book or sales page for a period of four
weeks.

This Spotlight for your book is FREE. I only ask that you share your Spotlight with a link to this blog page
with your social communities, as I will do the same. In this way, we support each other as a writing
family.

If you would like to be featured (FOR FREE) on this page, please contact me here. I can't wait to share your books!
~Lynn
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